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Defining Complexity in Stroke Rehabilitation 
“It’s rarely just a stroke…”

Five key elements of patient complexity were identified:  

Results
Stroke patients are admitted to rehabilitation programs 
with multiple medical/functional and psychosocial issues. 
Approximately 80% of people who survive a stroke have on 
average five other chronic conditions (multimorbidity)1-3. 

Increasing attention to bio-psychosocial issues led to the 
identification of ‘complex patients’ - who, in addition to 
multiple comorbid conditions, experience other issues that 
impact their ability to self-manage or benefit from clinical 
interventions. 

To date, however, there is no single widely accepted and 
utilized definition of ‘patient complexity’.  

Background

“When people come in, what makes them complex 
is this plus, plus, plus. So they have pre-exist ing 
condit ions, now they have stroke specif ic issues 
and these are compounded by new problems all of 

which we have to address.” (FG3)

“One thing that can make things more or less complex is pre-morbid 
out look on life or att itude about dealing with diff icult situat ions 
and il lness.  I think people who see the glass half full can reduce 

complexity. Some people have a lot of def icits but they have a really 
good out look, so it’s not going to affect them to the degree that it 
affects a person who doesn’t have such a posit i ve out look .” (FG3)

“How all of these combine is the hard 
part – what they come in with, what 

they treat and issues around discharge 
that is the complex part.  All of these 

issues tie into the discharge process and 
for me the complexity is connected to the 

push to get patients discharged  
faster”. (FG2) 

“You have to look at it all . You 
have to consider all of that stuff 

(gesturing to the white board) 
because it’s just as important to 
the puzzle – we can’t ignore it 

because then we can’t discharge to 
the right place” (FG4)

Participants ultimately determined that the 
multitude of conditions and social factors 
that complex patients present with are not 
specific to stroke. What was relevant to 
stroke patients however, was the rapid onset 
of several complexity factors from a single 
medical event.

Definition Not Specific to Stroke

The characteristics of complexity identified 
align with the characteristics identified in other 
frameworks regarding complexity4 , supporting 
the idea of a common conceptualization.

We extend the discussion of patient complexity 
with results regarding the operationalization of 
the concept in practice.  

In stroke rehabilitation - every patient is 
complex, BUT patients difficult to discharge were 
considered more complex. 

The systemic definition of complexity is the 
mismatch between the patient’s complexity 
characteristics and the system focus on reducing 
length of stay. 

Conclusions
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Study Approach
Consistent with an inductive research approach, this project 
used a design in which conceptual framing was the end point 
rather than used to guide the research. 

23 stroke rehabilitation clinicians 
2 stroke programs
4 focus groups
1 white board

“Thinking of a stroke 
rehabilitation patient you 

would consider ‘complex’, what 
was it about that patient 
that made them complex?”  

Participants’ responses were 
posted and retained on a portable 
white board, creating a final 
aggregate list of characteristics.  
Clarifying and exploratory 
questions were posed, culminating 
in the final question, “which of 
these characteristic are specific to 
stroke rehabilitation patients?”  

Complexity Types and 
Characteristics

Medical/Functional
Severity of stroke and level of  
impairment
Co-morbidities 
Cognition, aphasia, dysphagia
Depression 
Pain and mobility impairments
Medication management

Socio-Economic
Education level/literacy
Financial situation
Access to community services 
Discharge setting and housing 
situation

Social Support
Community support
Family support

Personal Characteristics
Personality/attitude
Self-efficacy
Motivation
Coping skills

System Factors
Disconnect between services and 
sectors
Inclusion and exclusion criteria of 
other programs
Decreasing length of stay and push 
to quicker discharge 

Due to the high degree of patient variability, “it’s 
hard to say which of these factors are more or 
less significant, because something that is small 
for one patient may be huge for another patient”  
(FG2).  It did not matter if the medical/functional 
conditions were preexisting or resulting from the 
stroke, as all of the issues must be addressed by 
the clinical team in the rehabilitation process.
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Study Purpose
to understand how ‘patient complexity’ is defined and 
conceptualized by stroke rehabilitation clinical team 
members, and

to situate the findings within the extant conceptual 
literature on patient complexity.  
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